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Hello Dear Friends, 

 

We visited India this summer. It was quite 

eventful. As Dan had explained earlier, the 

water well had dried up this last spring. We 

attempted to dig a new well at the front of the 

property while I was there. The following are a 

couple pictures of the heavy equipment that 

came to dig it. It was going to go approximately 

1000 feet deep. 

 

 
 

They came at night with the intention of drilling 

through the night. However, they got stuck in 

the soft sand coming in, and waited until 

morning to resume. They did finally get it in 

place, and started drilling late morning. 

 
 

However, after they had reached about 100 feet, 

the village elders came and gave a cease and 

desist order. They were concerned that it would 

take away from the water for their own village 

well. We had no choice but to stop. We are now 

planning to attempt to revive the old well. 

 

 
 

Here you see the children watching over the 

drilling just before school from the roof top of 

the building across from the drill site. 
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 On another note, some dear friends came to visit 

and help out. Their names were Bill and Monet 

Sexton. 

 
 

They were originally from North Carolina, 

where they had their dream farm, and a very 

successful business established as 

Chiropractors. They felt God had called them to 

ministry, so they sold it all, and moved to China 

to do their ministry. However, they did give us 

over 2 weeks of their time to help with the 

children, including medical checkups, teaching 

for the Bible College, and more. They were a 

delight to have. 

 

Being there in the summer means monsoon 

time. That we did experience. When we first 

arrived early June, there had not been too much 

rain yet, and it was hot, probably high 90’s. But 

later we did get rain, and by the time we left in 

August, temperatures were quite pleasant. At 

one time, the campus looked like a lake. 

 
 

And the following are just a variety of snapshots 

I took while visiting. 

 
Group shot of all the children. 
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Center left is our cook, along with children that 

do kitchen help, and learning to cook and 

prepare meals. 

 

 
Meal time in the dining area. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Little hands reaching over the wall, begging for 

candy. 

 

With much love and blessing, 

 

David Anderson 

International Coordinator, KidZSanctuary 

david@bornfoundation.org 
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